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Abstract
Companies are spending billions of dollars to sell their products and services
to consumers. Because of the growing competition and the small differences between
products, promoting one’s products in an original way might even be more important
than the specifications of the products itself. When designing advertising campaigns,
the use of emotions can play a huge role. However, the impact of using negative
emotions in advertising has been largely ignored, as no clear overview exists. An
overview would be very helpful, as negative emotions might be used to enrich
consumers’ experiences in advertising. The aim of the current research is to
investigate which emotions are best suited when advertising for happy or anxious
consumers. A total of 226 young consumers participated by filling in an online
questionnaire. All of the participants were exposed to a fictional news story, which
was specifically designed to give them either a feeling of happiness or a feeling of
anxiety. Then, participants were asked to look at an advertisement. These
advertisements were aimed at feeling sad, feeling happy or feeling anxious. This 2 x
3 between subjects design was used to measure multiple constructs. The dependent
variables were the attitude towards the advertisement, the personal involvement with
the advertisement and the purchase intention. For data analysis, a two-factor
MANOVA with two pre ad emotions (happiness and anxiety) and three emotionally
framed advertisements (happiness, anxiety and sadness) was performed on the three
dependent variables. Results give clear evidence that happy consumers favor happy
emotions in an advertisement. Furthermore, no significant differences were found
when happy and anxious participants were exposed to a sad advertisement, or to an
anxious advertisement. The results imply that consumers do not experience any
differences when they are exposed to either a sad or an anxious advertisement.
Furthermore, positive emotions like happiness seem to have a positive influence on
the purchase intention. Future research is needed to complete a clear framework
when using specific (negative) emotions in advertising. The results of the current
study could be used to identify which emotions are suited when promoting products
for consumers, for instance when they are watching a horror movie or a comedy
movie.
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1.

Introduction
More than twenty years ago, a movie made $193 million in the United States

only (AMC Blog, 2007). Must be a feel good movie or a comedy? Wrong. It was the
Exorcist, a horror movie about a 12-year-old girl who is possessed by an evil demon.
This particular movie was not directed to give its audience a warm, happy feeling. It
was specifically created to provoke feelings of terror, fear and maybe even disgust.
TV stations all over the world are paying top dollar to buy the rights of blockbuster
movies like the Exorcist, because viewers’ ratings explode when such blockbusters
are being broadcasted on cable TV. But how do these TV stations earn their actual
profits? Exactly, by giving companies the chance to promote their products and
services by use of commercials before, during and after these movies. It is widely
accepted to adjust the advertised product to the target group, as you will not quickly
sell Pokémon figures to twenty-year-olds that are enjoying horror movies on a
Saturday night. It would make more sense to broadcast such a commercial during a
program for little kids. On the other hand, it might also be useful to adjust the
emotions that are used in the commercial to the emotions that consumers are
experiencing at that particular moment.

In terms of advertising, it is of keen importance to gain more understanding in
the field of emotions in consumer behavior. Several scholars have acknowledged the
fact that emotions play an enormously important role in advertising nowadays. On
top of that, consumers seem to have the tendency to not simply buy a product, but to
buy the delightful and emotional experiences that surround a product or service
(Brembeck & Ekstrom, 2004; Gobe, 2009; Pham, 2004; Schwarz, 2004). Other
studies have shown that the emotional state of consumers influences their preferences
and purchases intentions, when looking at emotionally framed advertisements.
Labroo and Rucker (2010) used several advertisements for vacations to find out if
emotional states influence consumer preference. Their research showed that sad and
angry people prefer a happy advertisement, instead of a calm advertisement. On the
other hand, Labroo and Rucker (2010) found that anxious and embarrassed people
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preferred the calm advertisement, instead of the happy advertisement. Practical
implications can be seen, for instance when companies are advertising during a sad
documentary. In this case, their advertisements should be focused on experiencing
happy emotions. But is it also possible to use other emotions in your advantage when
designing marketing campaigns? Using negative feelings in a commercial might turn
out to catch the attention of the audience in a better way than the commonly used
positive emotions. Also, using negative emotions in an advertisement might persuade
consumers to deliberately buy the advertised products, just to prevent the negative
situations of happening to them. In this way, the product or service would be seen as
the solution to a (possible) problem. This would make sense, as negative emotions
might cause a certain amount of discomfort, which consumers do not want to
experience (Bagozzi et al, 1999). An example can be found in ordinary shampoo
commercials. Using black and white images and quotes as ‘using regular shampoo
will cause hair loss and dandruff’ cause a certain amount of discomfort. In order to
avoid this negativity, consumers are seduced to buy the products that are specifically
designed to avoid all negative feelings and make your hair look like the hair of a
movie star. This example stresses an important item, as it would be essential to know
if it is possible to deliberately use negative emotions such as fear or sadness in
advertising. According to Fokkinga and Desmet (2012), no clear framework of
negative emotions exists, and they propose that future studies try to map more effects
and preferences of specific emotional states of consumers.

The interest of the current study lies in gaining more insight in terms of the
types of situations that are best suited for specific emotional advertising (i.e.
adjusting emotions in advertising to maximize effectiveness). Marketers can benefit
from the current research, as the implications might have a direct influence on
marketers’ choices to use specific negative or positive emotions in advertising. The
existing research does focus on some of the negative emotions that can be evoked
using emotional advertising (Labroo & Rucker, 2010), but insufficient data is
available about the variety of negative emotions in advertising (Fokkinga & Desmet,
2012). Furthermore, the current research has an academic relevance, as the existing
literature about emotional advertising is considered to be incomplete, and new
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research is needed to fill the gap that exist in the field of emotional advertising
(Fokkinga & Desmet, 2012). The aim of the current study is to gain more knowledge
about the use of specific (negative) emotions in advertising. To be more precise,
quantitative data will be collected from happy and anxious consumers, to measure
their attitudes and preferences when looking at several advertisements.

The main research question can now be formulated: What kind of emotions in
advertising can best be used to sell products to happy or anxious consumers? The
question will be answered by looking at multiple constructs, namely the attitude
towards the advertisement, the personal involvement with the advertisement and,
most important, the purchase intention.
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2.

Theoretical Framework
In this framework, the existing theories and assumptions that are important to

the topic of emotional advertising are discussed. All theories contribute to the
existing knowledge, as tailor made marketing seems to be ideal to promote products
or services to specific consumers. Of course, there are dozens of ways to promote
products to several target groups. In the present day, almost every human being is
constantly exposed to various commercials and advertisements. From billboards to
TV commercials and printed advertisements, no one can deny the fact that consumers
are constantly exposed to marketing messages. From small children to the elderly,
companies are always finding new ways to promote their products to their target
groups. In fact, the concept of advertising and promoting products or services might
be as old as civilization itself. Even the ancient Egyptians and Greeks were most
likely vulnerable to the persuasiveness of advertisements (Tungate, 2007).
Obviously, there were not any large marketing bureaus who carved their ads into
stone, but the main idea of advertising stays the same: promoting ideas, goods, or
services (Armstrong & Kotler, 2000).

2.1

Tailor made advertising
The importance of tailor made advertising campaigns cannot be stressed

enough, as millions of dollars are being wasted each year in ineffective marketing
campaigns (Abraham & Lodish, 1989; Lodish et al, 1995). Numerous scholars have
done research in the field of marketing and advertising. For instance, Kaul and
Wittink (1995) looked at the connection between advertisements and prices, as price
advertising increases price sensitivity. On the other hand, non-price advertising
actually decreases price sensitivity. One of the most important findings in terms of
the current research is linked to the emotional side of advertising. Stern and Resnik
(1991), Weinberger and Spotts (1989) and Gorn (1982) have found that advertising
does not necessarily need to be informative to be effective, as emotional and visual
elements enhance preference. These findings can be seen as an essential step in
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understanding the mechanism of emotions in advertising. But first, it is important to
understand the differences between rational and emotional advertising.

2.2

Rational Advertising
Simply put, there are two main strategies that marketers can use when

creating or designing advertisements; a rational (cognitive) strategy and an emotional
(affective) strategy. The rational wing of advertising believes that consumers’
decisions are based on rational thinking (Vakratsas & Ambler, 1999). Classic rational
advertising is based on providing objective information. This information is used to
differentiate one’s products or service from competitors. According to Reeves &
Bednar (1994), a product should be positioned in the market by communicating their
(unique) product attributes. Ogilvy (1983, p. 159) takes it even one step further, by
stating that large promises are the soul of advertisements. In rational advertising, it is
clear that the advertising campaign should have an informative role. By informing
consumers with necessary and vital information about the product, marketers hope to
fend off competition. Kotler and Armstrong (1994, p. 468) stated that rational
advertising is based around “messages showing a product’s quality, economy, value
or performance”. This contributes to the fact that the rational component of
advertising causes a cognitive reaction with consumers. One of the advantages of
rational advertising is that marketers can address multiple target groups at the same
time. As the information about the price and specifications of the products are clearly
understandable, a wide audience can be reached (Bradley, n.d.). Examples of typical
products that are used in rational advertising are for instance household items, such
as vacuum cleaners and flat irons.

2.3

Emotional Advertising
The opposite of rational advertising is emotional advertising. In contrast with

rational advertising, emotional (or affective) advertising focuses generally on the
peripheral route instead of the central route (when looking at persuasion), the
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intuitive view instead of the reflective view (when looking at decision making) and
the impulsive side instead of the reflective side (when looking at buying behavior)
(Samson & Voyer, 2012). Basically, the central route is followed when consumers
are persuaded or influenced by use of argument in the content of the message. The
other route, the peripheral route, is not based on logical thinking. Instead, it is based
on feelings and emotions (Petty & Cacioppo, 1986). Kotler and Armstrong (1994, p.
468) have tried to define the concept of emotional advertising, by declaring that
“emotional appeals attempt to stir up either negative or positive emotions that can
motivate purchase”. Most likely, emotional advertisements tend to make consumers
feel good about products or services, as they rely on feelings (Albers-Miller &
Stafford, 1999). This makes sense, as “emotions guide and enrich an ennoble life;
they provide meaning to everyday existence; they render the valuation placed on life
and property” (Cacioppo et al., 2001, p. 173). This definition actually contributes to
the fact that emotions have indeed become more important in advertising, because of
the dynamic chances that have taken place in the business world. This is supported
by the fact that differences in products specifications, in quality and in price are
becoming smaller and smaller (Desmet, 2005). This seems to be a vital aspect,
because if marketers only use rational information, such as products specifications, it
can be tremendously hard to convince consumers to buy their product. Various
scholars take it even one step further, by stating that modern consumers do not just
simply buy a product or service, but have a tendency to buy the delightful and
emotional experiences that surround a product or service (Brembeck & Ekstrom,
2004; Gobe, 2009). It is clear that emotions are essential determinants in consumers’
choices when looking at products and services (Chaudhuri, 2012). A study by Crane,
Kerin and Hartley (2007) showed that customers rate their emotional experience with
a service brand as being just as important as the service itself. This supports the fact
that advertisers believe that advertisements should arouse some kind of emotion to be
effective. A meaningful emotional response is very important, as it is one of the key
factors to successful branding. Furthermore, one of the main benefits of using a
product or service is the actual pleasant emotional experience (Mehta & Purvis,
2006). Pham (2004) tried to gain more understanding in the ongoing conflict between
emotions and rational information by quoting Montesquieu (1892, p.135): “A man of
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intelligence feels what others can only know”. As the quote by Montesquieu implies,
feelings are not a mere alternative to descriptive information, but feelings may even
be the superior form (Pham, 2004). The aforementioned viewpoint is supported by
other scholars, who claim that emotions are catchy, fast and memorable (Ray &
Batra; 1983). It is even believed that emotional appeals lead to a better retention in
memory and help processing information in a better way. Furthermore, emotional
appeals in marketing are the best way to getting attention from the target audience
(Chauduri, 2012).

2.4

Models in consumer psychology
Apart from the key characteristics of rational and emotional advertising, the

type of advertising also has a significant influence on the decision making process of
consumers. Indeed, almost every commercial marketing campaign has the same goal;
influencing consumers’ decision to actually purchase a product or service. However,
there are some fundamental differences which can be distinguished by the two types.
In the past, both consumer psychologists and marketing researchers believed that
decision making was solely based on the basis of declarative information (Higgins,
1997; Wyer & Srull, 1989). In other words, scholars in the past primarily thought
that decision making was a rational process. According to Schwarz (2004), scholars
have described the concept of decision making based on beliefs, perceptions and
knowledge structures (e.g. attributes, features, benefits, stereotypes etc.). On the
other hand, more recent studies showed that there is a close connection between
thinking and feeling (Pham, 2004). Based on previous research by Wyer and
Carlston (1979), Pham (2004) suggests that consumers actually use their momentary
feelings as a credible source of information. Furthermore, affective feelings can also
enable quicker judgment. On top of that, a research by neuroscientist Damasio
(1994) showed an even more surprising connection between emotions and decision
making. In his study, people with brain damage were used. The participants in the
study had severe damage in the part of the brain where emotions were generated. At
first, the research showed no unexpected findings. However, all the participants had
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one thing in common; they were having problems with making decisions. Although
these findings seem a little bit exaggerated, it does prove a point; namely that
emotions do make a big difference when looking at consumer decision making.
Damasio (1994) believed that actual consumer behavior is a result of two different
systems interacting. To understand this interaction, theories by Kahneman (2003)
and Chaiken and Trope (1999) show that there is a constant battle between two
opposites, i.e. analytical vs. intuitive or deliberate vs. emotional processing. The
theory by Kahneman and Frederick (2002), the so called intuitive vs. reflective
thinking model, is based on the assumption that two individual systems are
responsible for thinking and decision making. System 1 works without much effort,
and quick judgments are made based on certain familiar patterns. System 2 is the
opposite, as this system is slow, controlled, and requires lots of focus and attention
(Stanovich & West, 2000; Kahneman & Frederick, 2002; Kahneman, 2003;
Kahneman, 2011). Simply put, system 1 is responsible for the emotional process
(intuition), and system 2 is responsible for the rational process (reasoning). System 1
applies perfectly to feelings and emotions, as they are responsible for making quick
judgements. System 2 is not based on feelings and emotions, but on rational thinking
and reasoning. When looking at persuasion and attitude change, the Elaboration
Likelihood Model (ELM) by Petty and Cacioppo (1986) can be used. The ELM is
based on the main idea that attitudes guide decisions. The model distinguishes two
routes; the central route and the peripheral route. One of the key elements in the
ELM is involvement. This makes sense, as a high level of involvement would cause
an individual to rethink his believes and attitudes. When the involvement is high, the
central route seems to be the best option. When involvement is low, the message is
processed by the peripheral route (Petty & Cacioppo, 1979; Petty & Cacioppo,
1986). When consumers are persuaded by emotions, like the feelings of the source or
the happy emotions that they experience, the peripheral route is followed. Instead of
consciously thinking about rational arguments and following the central route,
emotions can be responsible for making quick decisions based on feelings. In
practice, this means that no long term attitude change occurs, as these emotions can
dissolve over time (Wagner & Petty, 2011).
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2.5

Basic emotions
To gain more understanding in the field of emotions in advertising, it is

essential to distinguish the most important emotions that humans experience. Rene
Descartes, the French philosopher, was one of the first to address several emotions in
his work called ‘les passions de l’âme’. Logically, he states that things that are
hurtful to the human body can cause negative feelings such as sadness or fear. On the
other side, if one is pleased with a situation, feelings of joy or happiness might occur
(Irons, 1895). Over the last decades, multiple scholars have turned their attention to
the field of emotions. Although these scholars were looking at the same basic
emotions, the outcomes of their studies differed from each other. Acceptance, anger,
anticipation, disgust, joy, fear, pain, pleasure, rage, panic and sadness are just a
number of emotions identified by these scholars (Arnold, 1960; Ekman, Friesen &
Ellsworth, 1982; Gray, 1982; Izard, 1971; James, 1884; Ortony & Turner, 1990;
Plutchik, 1980). More recent research has narrowed all these emotions down into
only four basic emotions (Jack et al., 2014). These four basic emotions are anger,
fear, happiness and sadness. A number of these emotions will be used at a basis for
the current research. By designing a specific marketing campaign, different emotions
can be used to convince consumers to buy certain products or services. A negatively
framed advertisement can evoke several negative emotions, such as sadness or
disgust. In this way, people might realize what they should (or should not) do to
prevent these emotions from happening (e.g. being very careful with fireworks to
prevent yourself from going blind). By designing negative advertisements, marketers
hope to create a certain amount of discomfort, so consumers will be motivated to
change their behavior or to buy a specific product (Brennan & Binney, 2010). Using
these negative emotions in marketing campaigns is only one way to do it, as the more
common way to promote products or services is by use of positive emotions. These
positive emotions can cause nice feelings, such as love, humor, pride and joy
(Albers-Miller & Stafford, 1999). A marketing campaign that uses positive emotions
would be specifically aimed at convincing people to buy certain products or to
change their behavior, in order to experience these positive emotions (e.g. buying
tickets for Disneyland to see the smile on your children’s faces). Even though
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positive and negative emotions are the exact opposite of each other, scholars have
found that the presence of positive emotions does not automatically exclude the
presence of negative emotions (Edell & Burke, 1987).

2.6

Seeking balance
Besides gaining more understanding in the several categories of emotions, it

might even be more important to understand which emotional states coexist or
balance each other. Labroo and Rucker (2009) have tried to form ‘emotional
couples’, i.e. different emotions that seem to have some sort of balance. Labroo and
Rucker (2009) asked two groups of participants to recall an event that made them
either sad, angry, anxious or embarrassed. Then, participants were exposed to an
advertisement that was specifically designed to give them either a calm feeling or a
happy feeling. The results of the study were remarkable, as sad and angry
respondents favored the happy advertisement. The anxious or embarrassed
respondents however, favored the calm advertisement instead of the happy
advertisement. Although these findings are interesting, they can only be seen as the
mere top of the iceberg. Little information is available about tailoring marketing
messages to specific consumer emotions. Fokkinga and Desmet (2012) agree, by
stating that the area of emotional marketing is relatively new. Furthermore, it seems
to be straightforward that research has to be done to gain more insight in the ways
that marketing messages can be designed to interact with consumers’ emotions.
Generally, positive emotions are used. Nevertheless, it might also be possible to look
at the theory from the opposite direction. In this way, it would be interesting to see
how negative emotions can actually be used to promote products. A study by Lerner
and Keltner (2000) showed that people who experienced fear estimated risks bigger
than they actually were, and people who experienced anger estimated risks to be less
likely than they actually were. Studies have shown that sad and angry people
preferred a happy advertisement, and that anxious and embarrassed people preferred
a calm advertisement (Labroo & Rucker, 2009). But how is it the other way around?
Do happy consumers also prefer a sad ad, or do they favor an ad which stresses
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happiness? Indeed, gaining more understanding into which specific emotions are best
suited to ‘counterattack’ other specific emotions is very essential. Furthermore, it is
of keen importance to realize that any emotion, whether it is a positive emotion or a
negative emotion, affects a person’s behavior, actions and preferences (Keltner &
Gross, 1999).

H1: An advertisement that stresses positive emotions causes a significantly more
positive attitude towards the ad, compared to advertisements that stress negative
emotions.

H2: The emotions that consumers experience before being exposed to an
advertisement have a significant influence on the attitude towards the ad.

H3: The interaction effect on attitude towards the ad is expected between emotions
that consumers experience before being exposed to an ad and the emotions that are
used in an advertisement.

2.7

Advantages of negative emotions

As mentioned in the previous paragraphs, it seems logical to only use positive
emotions in marketing campaigns, as companies mainly try to sell their products by
giving customers a good feeling. A recent example can be found in the latest
commercial of Transavia. The commercial, which is played on TV, at cinemas and
on various online platforms, uses the song ‘Happy’ by Pharrel Williams, a genuine
feel good song, to promote their airplane company. In other situations, like in books,
films or music, negative emotions are deliberately used to delight audiences or users
(Fokkinga & Desmet, 2012). But, when looking at marketing and advertising,
multiple scholars suggest that negative emotions should be used with great caution
(Burton, 1983; James & Hensel, 1991; Levy, 1987; Muehling, 1987). When one
chooses to use emotions in marketing, they should keep in mind that the principle of
basic emotions applies to every human being, whether they like it or not. This is
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supported by an experiment by Andrade and Cohen (2007). In their study, they
showed that both fans and non-fans of horror movies experienced the exact same
amount of fear. The only difference was that the group of fans really enjoyed the
scariest scenes of the movie, where the non-fans did not seem to like these scenes.
The main difference however, was that one group actually liked the anxiety and the
other group did not. To gain more understanding in the phenomenon of negative
emotions, some research has been done, although it is particularly incomplete. As
mentiond before, a study by Lerner and Keltner (2000) showed that fear causes
consumers to asses more risks than there really were, and anger causes consumers to
asses less risks than there were in real life. This view is supported by Fokkinga and
Desmet (2012, pp. 49), who state that a person who becomes angry has an
“increasingly assertive, empowered, and risk-taking attitude towards the world”. On
the other hand, the aforementioned scholars state that sad consumers are considered
to be calm and sensitive, and have a reflective view toward the world. A practical
consequence occurs, as it would not be very smart for an online gambling website to
offer its services during a sad movie. Furthermore, scholars have found that people
who experienced disgust became sterner in moral judgments of other people’s bad
behavior, compared to a neutral control group (Schnall et al., 2008). A study by
Sabato (1981) showed that negative messages could have a powerful effect. By
designing negative advertisements, marketers hope to create a certain amount of
discomfort, so consumers will be motivated to change their behavior or buy a
specific product (Brennan & Binney, 2010). This is supported by Fiske (1980), who
states that negative information plays a bigger role than positive information, when
looking at individuals’ evaluative processes. Additionally, a study by Sorescu and
Gelb (2000) showed that negativity is more memorable. Although the numbers of
mentioned findings seem acceptable, a gap in current research exists, as very little
research about the exact effect of positive and negative emotions has been done
recently. This is explicitly supported by Chakrabarti and Haller (2007) who claim
that negativity in advertising (e.g. summarizing negative things about one’s
competitor) has been largely ignored in the contemporary literature.
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2.8

Emotional responses in advertising
Apart from understanding which emotions actually (co)exist, numerous

scholars have also tried to understand the exact role of emotions (Higgins, 1997;
Keltner & Gross, 1999; Raghuthan & Pham, 1999). Keltner & Gross (1999) believe
that different emotions lead to different behavior, different actions and different
preferences. Edell and Burke (1987) even state that emotions and feelings of
consumers are just as important as their thoughts. When looking at this topic from an
advertising point of view, it can be concluded that different emotional responses to
an advertisement lead to different preferences and choices (Ahluwalia & Burnkrant,
2004). Other scholars take it even one step further, by stating that emotions are
actually responsible for entirely changing the perceived world of consumers
(Fokkinga & Desmet, 2012; Sartre, 1962). By shifting consumers’ emotional state,
their transformed attention, expectations and judgments influences the attitude
towards the situation (Fokkinga & Desmet, 2012). The aforementioned studies
essentially teach us that consumers’ decision making processes and intentions are
fundamentally influenced by their emotions. From a utopian point of view, this might
mean that marketing messages can actually be tailor made to maximize advertising
effectiveness. To answer this question, it is important to understand that the
emotional response to an advertisement is only one of the steps in the process.

2.9

Involvement and attitude towards an advertisement
As mentioned in the previous paragraph, emotions and feelings influence a

persons’ attitude. According to Fishbein (1967, p.53), attitude is a ‘learned
predisposition of human beings’. In terms of advertising effectiveness, the attitude
towards an advertisement is one of key factors (Holbrook & Batra, 1987; Mitchell &
Olson, 1981; Gardner, 1985; de Pelsmacker, Geuens & Anckaert, 2002; de
Pelsmacker, Decock & Geuens, 1998). This seems straightforward, as a consumer
would probably not buy an advertised product if he or she has a very negative
attitude towards the advertisement. Additionally, the attitude towards the
advertisement is not a standalone item, as it is influenced by the feelings that are
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aroused by an advertisement (Holbrook & Batra, 1987). Therefore, the attitude
towards an advertisement can be seen as a form of psychological judgment,
influenced by the evoked emotions in the ad (Ling et al., 2010). To gain more insight
in consumers’ attitudes, several scholars have developed scales to identify
consumers’ responses to marketing messages by measuring the attitude towards the
ad (Batra, 1986; Holbook & O’Shaughnessy, 1984; Gardner, 1985; Holbrook &
Batra, 1987). One of the other important factors that needs to be stressed is the
concept of involvement. Zaichowsky (1985, p. 342) defined involvement as “a
person’s perceived relevance of the advertisement based on inherent needs, values
and interests”. Several scholars have agreed on the fact that involvement can be seen
as a concept of personal relevance or importance (Zaichowksy, 1985; 1986). When
looking at consumer behavior and purchase intention, personal involvement is
believed to be an important variable. According to multiple scholars, the matter of
involvement can be influenced by making advertisements more relevant or more
appealing. If an advertisement is not appealing and does not give its viewers a
positive feeling, chances are that the involvement would be relatively low. This is
supported by the fact that the personal involvement is measured by the immediate
feelings that consumers experience when seeing an advertisement, as the first
impression is of grave importance when measuring the personal involvement
(Zaichowksy, 1985). This might imply that negative emotions in an advertisement
cause a lower level of involvement. Furthermore, it might also mean that a higher
intensity of the emotions lead to a different level of personal involvement (e.g.
watching a horror movie for half an hour or seeing a short ad on television for three
minutes only).
H4: An advertisement that stresses positive emotions causes a significantly higher
personal involvement with the ad, compared to advertisements that stress negative
emotions.

H5: The emotions that consumers experience before being exposed to an
advertisement have a significant influence on their personal involvement with the ad.
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H6: The interaction effect on personal involvement with an ad is expected between
emotions that consumers experience before being exposed to an ad and the emotions
that are used in an advertisement.

2.10

Buying behavior
When looking at the actual buying intention and consumer behavior, the

reflective impulsive model (RIM) gives more insight in the several processes that
take place (Strack & Deutsch, 2004; Gawronkski et al., 2008). This two-system
model basically explains (buying) behavior as a mutual interaction between
reflective (rational) and impulsive (emotional) processes, just as Damasio (1994)
already stated. Strack and Deutsch (2004, p. 222) assume that “behavior is the effect
of the operation of two distinct systems of information processing”. These systems
are referred to as a reflective system and an impulsive system. Obviously, the
reflective system matches the more rational forms of advertising, where the
impulsive system covers the emotional side of advertising.
H7: An advertisement that stresses positive emotions causes a significantly higher
purchase intention, compared to advertisements that stress negative emotions.

H8: The emotions that consumers experience before being exposed to an
advertisement have a significant influence on the purchase intention.

H9: The interaction effect on purchase intention is expected between emotions that
consumers experience before being exposed to an ad and the emotions that are used
in an advertisement.
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Emotional state before
the ad

Attitude towards the
advertisement
Purchase intention

Emotions evoked by the
advertisement
Figure 1.

Personal involvement
with the advertisement

Proposed model of purchase intention
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3.

Methodology

3.1

Design

A 2 (emotional state: anxious and emotional state: happy) x 3 (an
advertisement that stresses happiness, an advertisement that stresses fear and an
advertisement that stresses sadness) between subjects design was used. First,
happiness or fear was evoked (referred to as the pre ad emotion that participants were
experiencing). Both happy and anxious feelings were evoked by one of two fictional
news articles. These fictional news articles were specifically designed to evoke either
happiness or sadness. Participants were randomly exposed to either a happy story
(about a little girl in Disneyland) or a scary story (about ghosts). Then, participants
were exposed to one of three advertisements for a youth vacation, which all used a
different emotional tone (i.e. sadness, happiness or fear). This design was chosen to
find out if there were any effects of pre-exposure emotions (also referred to as pre ad
emotions) and advertising emotions on three dependent variables: the attitude
towards the advertisement, the personal involvement with the advertisement and the
intention to purchase the product/service. The dependent variables were chosen after
an extensive literature study.
Table 1.
Overview of the six conditions
Condition

Pre Ad Emo

Ad Emo

1

Fear

Happy

2

Fear

Sad

3

Fear

Fear

4

Happy

Happy

5

Happy

Sad

6

Happy

Fear

17

3.2

Participants

Before participants were randomly selected, it was essential to understand
which groups were actually ‘vulnerable’ to this form of advertising (i.e. which target
group can be persuaded by use of emotional advertising). This could be of grave
importance, as marketing campaigns are often aimed at one (or a number of) target
group(s), which often share(s) some common demographic characteristics. To gain
more understanding in the differences in age and gender, products must first be
divided into different categories. A distinction can be made between hedonic and
utilitarian products. Hedonic products are products that consumers can get excited
about (e.g. greeting cards, cologne, beer, iPods), where utilitarian products have
more of an actual daily purpose. This basically means that consumers do not really
get excited about these types of products (e.g. pain relievers, investment services,
toothpaste) (Ratchford, 1987; Drolet, Williams & Lau-Gesk, 2007). Younger
consumers had a preference for rational ads, when they were linked to utilitarian
products. When they were confronted with hedonic products, they favored the
affective type of advertisements (Drolet, Williams & Lau-Gesk, 2007). This is the
main reason that participants were selected by age. The range of age (participants
should not be older than 32) was deliberately chosen, as research has shown that
relatively young consumers are vulnerable to emotional advertising of hedonic
products (Drolet, Williams & Lau-Gesk, 2007). As the advertised product is a youth
vacation, the range of age (16-30) was roughly based on information from one of the
biggest Dutch tour operators in youth vacations (Gogo.nl). Participants were selected
by use of snowball sampling (Biernacki & Waldorf, 1981), via e-mail and social
media. The mean age of the participants in the present study was 22.36, with a
standard deviation of 3.91. The men/women ratio was almost perfect, as 112 men
(49.6%) and 114 woman (50.4%) participated.
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Table 2.
Demographic information of participants per condition

Condition
Demographics

FH

FS

FF

H

HS

HF

Participants

43

37

37

38

33

38

Male

20

22

17

21

13

19

Female

23

15

20

17

20

19

Mean

21.95

23.08

22.65

22.79

21.27

22.37

SD

3.99

4.60

3.45

3.69

3.80

3.80

Primary school

1

0

0

0

1

0

VMBO

0

1

3

3

1

1

HAVO

7

3

4

4

6

5

VWO

1

3

0

2

2

2

MBO

2

6

6

4

1

1

HBO

13

8

8

9

6

7

WO

19

16

16

16

16

22

Gender

Age

Education

Note. FH=Fear-Happy, FS=Fear-Sad, FF=Fear-Fear, HH=Happy-Happy,
HS=Happy-Sad and HF=Happy-Fear.

In total, 248 questionnaires were filled in. A number of 22 respondents did not finish
the questionnaire, so these results were removed from the data file. A total number of
226 respondents were used for the data analysis, divided over six conditions. Chisquare tests were performed to examine the age and the education level in the several
conditions. Both the distribution of gender [χ2 (5, N = 226) = 3.665, p = .599] and
education [χ2 (30, N = 226) = 26.429, p = .653] showed no significant differences
between the six conditions.

Furthermore, an ANOVA showed no significant
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difference between the age of the participants [F (5, 225) = .990, p =.425]. Full
demographic data including percentages can be found in appendix E.

3.3

Stimuli

As mentioned before, each individual participant was exposed to one of three
advertisements. As young consumers are most vulnerable to emotional advertising
when promoting hedonic goods, a fictional company that sells youth vacations was
used. For each emotion, a special advertisement was created. These advertisements
were the same, as they had the exact same style, the same colors and were promoting
the same product. The only difference between the advertisements was the type of
emotion that was used. The emotions used in the text in the advertisement stressed
either happiness, sadness or anxiousness (figure 2). For example, in the happy
version of the advertisements, words like happy, glad and feeling good were used
multiple times. To actually stress the emotion in the advertisements, a cartoon-like
character was added. This character was derived from previous research by Laurans
and Desmet (2012). The character used facial expressions to indicate a certain
emotion. Logically, the facial expression of the character was adjusted to match the
emotion used in the advertisement (for all stimuli, see appendix A).

Figure 2. Emotions used in the advertisements
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3.3.1 Pretest

To make sure that the stimulus material actually served its purpose, a pretest
was performed. Twenty-one consumers participated in the pretest. In the pretest,
participants were exposed to either a movie or a fictional news story. The stories
were either scary or happy. In total, there were two movies (happy & scary) and two
news stories (happy & scary). After seeing the movie or reading the story,
participants were asked to rate their emotions. The results of the pretest did not show
a significant difference between the movie and the story, as participants rated their
emotions in almost the exact same way. For practical reasons, the news story was
chosen, as it was more comfortable for participants to read a story instead of
watching movie with sound. Also, participants were exposed to a number of
advertisements. As mentioned before, each advertisement had a different emotion.
The results showed that the participants rated the advertisements exactly as expected
(e.g. a sad advertisement caused sad feelings and a happy advertisement caused
feelings of happiness). Furthermore, some questions were reformulated and some
minor spelling errors were removed (for the full pretest, see appendix D).

3.4

Instrument

To gain more knowledge in the field of specific (negative) emotions in
advertising, several constructs were used. All constructs were derived from the
literature, and were all used before in previous studies: the attitude towards the
advertisement, the personal involvement with the advertisement and the purchase
intention. These constructs were the dependent variables in the current study (all
constructs can be found in Appendix D). To measure the constructs, a five point
Likert scale was used. Participants were asked to answer a number of questions,
divided into several constructs. The first construct that was measured was the attitude
towards the advertisement. This scale was previously used by multiple scholars
(Gardner, 1985; Holbrook & Batra, 1987; Mitchell & Olson, 1981), but originally
created by Mitchell & Olson (1977). The next construct was aimed to measure the
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personal involvement with the advertisement. This scale originally consisted of 22
bipolar items and was first used in a research by Zaichowsky (1985). Later on, the
scale was abbreviated by multiple scholars. Zaichowsky (1985) herself also used an
abbreviated version of the scale, which consisted of only 10 items. Ten bipolar items
were used to indicate the personal involvement with the advertisement. When
looking at the current research from a marketing communication point of view, the
most important construct is the purchase intention. To measure the purchase
intention, a four-item construct was used (Baker & Churchill, 1977). The scale
consisted of four statements, which were specifically designed to assess the
likelihood of a consumer buying the vacation in the ad. The feelings that participants
were experiencing after reading the fictional news story was also measured. Six
unipolar items were used to indicate if consumers were actually influenced by the pre
ad stimulus (Ahluwia & Burnkrant, 2004). In this way, participants could select the
level of specific emotions (e.g. anxiety, happiness) that they were feeling (evoked by
the fictional news story). Although the emotional response to the pre ad stimulus was
not one of the dependent variables, it was of grave importance that the stimulus
served its purpose (i.e. putting participants in a happy or anxious mood state).

3.4.1 Reliability

To ensure a sufficient reliability of the constructs, a reliability analysis was
performed. The analysis showed the following Cronbach’s Alpha’s: α= .74 (attitude
towards the ad); α= .91 (personal involvement with the ad); α= .91 (purchase intention).
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Table 3.
Reliability estimates of the variables in the questionnaire.
Items
Attitude
I like this advertisement. (ATT1)
I feel negative about this advertisement (r). (ATT2)
I react unfavorably to the advertisement (r). (ATT3)
The ad is good. (ATT4)

Reliability
.74

Personal involvement
This ad is unimportant (r). (PI1)
This ad is interesting. (PI2)
This ad is irrelevant (r). (PI3)
This ad is unexciting (r). (PI4)
This ad means a lot. (PI5)
This ad is unappealing (r). (PI6)
This ad is mundane (r). (PI7)
This ad is valuable. (PI8)
This ad is uninvolving (r). (PI9)
This ad is needed. (PI10)

.91

Purchase intention
I would like to experience an Orange Tours holiday. (PUI1)
I would book an Orange Tours holiday. (PUI2)
If I wanted to go on a holiday, I would actively search for a
vacation like the one in the ad of Orange Tours. (PUI3)
It is possible that I would become a customer of Orange Tours. (PUI4)

.91

Note. r = reverse scaled.

3.5

Procedure

All data was collected by use of an online questionnaire. A web link was
created; from which participants were randomly send to one of six versions of the
questionnaire. First, happiness or fear was evoked. Both happy and anxious feelings
were evoked by one of two fictional news articles. As mentioned before, all
participants were asked to read either a happy story (about a little girl who wants to
go to Disneyland) or a scary story (about students and ghosts). The materials can be
found in appendix B. After reading the short story, participants were exposed to one
of three advertisements offering a vacation for youngsters. A fictional company
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(Orange Tours) was created, so participants could not have any prior knowledge or
prejudices about the company. The three advertisements were exactly alike, but the
only difference was that they used totally different emotions, namely fear, sadness
and happiness. After viewing the advertisement, participants were asked to answer a
number of questions (the full questionnaire can be found in appendix C). All the
questions were aimed at finding out which emotional state in advertising can best be
used for happy or anxious consumers.

Step 1: Participants were exposed to a fictional news article
(happy or anxious)

Step 2: Participants were exposed to a fictional advertisement
(happy, sad or anxious)

Step 3: Participants were asked to answer multiple questions about the
advertisement to measure the attitude, the personal involvement and the
purchase intention

Step 4: Participants were asked to remember the fiction news article and to
rate their emotional state
Figure 3. Overview of the procedure

3.6

Data analysis

In order to perform the data analysis, all data was imported into the statistical
program SPSS. In this program, the interaction and main effects could be analyzed.
First, multiple questions were rescaled; attitude (2, 4), emotional reaction (1, 4 and
6), involvement (1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9). To test the hypotheses, multiple MANOVA’s were
used.
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4.

Results

4.1

Manipulation check

A double manipulation check was performed to see if the participants actually
read the fictional news article at the beginning of the questionnaire and to see how
the story made them feel (i.e. the pre ad emotion). First, a question was asked to see
if the participants remembered the details of the story. A little girl starred in the story
that was designed to evoke happiness. In the story that evoked fear, two students
were clearly mentioned. Participants were asked to select the protagonist(s) of the
story, and they were given the following options: two students, a math teacher, a
young girl and an elderly couple. Logically, the answer in the happy version should
have been ‘a young girl’, and the answer in the fear version should have been ‘two
students’. A total of 109 participants were able to fill in the questionnaire in which
they were exposed to a happy story. 105 of them filled in the correct answer, which
is a percentage of 96.3%. The version of the questionnaire which started with a scary
story was filled in by 117 participants. 111 of them filled in the correct answer,
which is a percentage of 94.9%. Furthermore, the second manipulation check was
performed to make sure that participants were actually feeling either scared or happy.
The results showed that the manipulation with the scary news story succeeded.
Participants who were exposed to the anxious story were significantly more anxious
(M = 1.61, SD = .97) than the participants who were exposed to the happy story (M =
3.68, SD = 1.32; t (21) =-13.40, p < .05). The manipulation with the happy news
story was also successful: Participants who were exposed to the happy story were
significantly happier (M = 3.90, SD = 1.17) than the participants who were exposed
to the anxious story (M = 1.60, SD = .85; t (189,449) = 16.80, p < .05).
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4.1.1 Pre ad emotions

One of the key elements of the current study was to see if the designed news
articles actually evoked the desired emotions by the participants. An analysis of
variance was performed to see if participants’ answers to the emotional scale
differed. As expected, no clear differences were found when analyzing only the
happy versions of the questionnaire (which means that no significant differences
were found when looking at the answer of all the participants that were exposed to
the happy news article). Logically, the highest rated emotion (when looking at the
mean score) in the ‘happy’ versions was found in the emotion of happiness. When
looking at the scary version of the fictional news story, participants experiences a
significantly higher amount of fear.

Table 4.
Mean Scores on Pre-Ad Emotions (with Standard Deviations in Parentheses)
Emotion in the News Story
Pre-ad Emotion

Happy

Fear

p

Fear

1.61 (.97)

3.68 (1.32)

.00

Happy

3.90 (1.17)

1.60 (.85)

.00

Sadness

2.52 (1.27)

2.41 (1.22)

.498

Shame

1.75 (.99)

1.86 (1.02)

.424

Anger

1.65 (.94)

1.99 (.96)

.007

Note. Happy: N = 106, Fear: N = 117.
Apart from only rating the amount of fear and happiness that participants
were experiencing, they were asked to rate three other emotions. These emotions did
not serve an initial purpose, as they were only present to make sure it was not too
obvious for participants to only focus on happiness or anxiety. Remarkably, the
analysis showed that participants experienced a significantly higher amount of anger,
when they were exposed to the scary story.
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4.2

Attitude towards the advertisement

The first construct that was examined, was aimed at measuring the attitude
towards the advertisement. A MANOVA was performed to examine the interaction
effect of pre ad emotions and advertisement emotions on the attitude towards the
advertisement. A significant main effect occurred when examining the influence of
the emotions in the advertisement to the attitude towards the advertisement [F (2,
216) = 22.463, p =.00, ƞ² = .172], therefore H1 is accepted. The main effect of the
pre ad emotion was not significant [F (2, 216) = 1.831, p =.177, ƞ² = .008], therefore
H2 is rejected. Furthermore, the results showed a significant interaction between the
effect of pre ad emotion and advertisement emotion on the attitude [F (2, 216) =
5.017, p =.007, ƞ² = .044], which leads to the acceptance of H3.

Table 5.
Mean Scores on Attitude Towards the Advertisement (with Standard Deviations in
Parentheses)
Advertisement Emotion
Pre-ad Emotion

Happy

Sad

Fear

Fear

2.71 (.90)

2.24 (.66)

2.35 (.71)

Happy

3.35 (.87)

2.17 (.65)

2.26 (1.07)

Note. FH: N = 42, FS: N = 37, FF: N = 37, HH: N = 38, HS: N = 33 and HF: N = 38.

When looking at the group of participants where happiness was evoked
before the ad, pairwise comparisons indicate a significant difference in attitude for a
happy advertisement (M = 3.35) and a sad advertisement (M = 2.17), p < .05; for a
happy advertisement (M = 3.35) and a scary advertisement (M = 2.26), p < .05. No
significant difference was found in the scores of attitude between a sad advertisement
(M = 2.17) and a scary advertisement (M = 2.26). When looking at the group of
participants where fear was evoked before the ad, pairwise comparisons did not
indicate a significant difference in attitude between the scores of a happy
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advertisement (M = 2.71), a sad advertisement (M = 2.24), and a scary advertisement
(M = 2.35).

3,5

3

Happy

2,5

Fear

2

1,5
Happy Ad

Sad Ad

Fear Ad

Figure 4: Mean scores on attitude

Figure 4 shows the direction of the interaction effect of pre ad emotion and
advertisement emotion on the attitude towards the advertisement. This clearly shows
that an advertisement using positive emotions causes a more positive attitude towards
the ad, compared to using negative emotions in the ad.
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4.3

Personal involvement with the advertisement
The second construct that was analyzed was aimed to measure the personal

involvement that participants had with the advertisement. Participants were asked to
answer ten questions that were all related to their personal involvement with the
advertisement. A MANOVA was performed, and the results showed that there was a
significant main effect when examining the effect of the emotion in the
advertisement to the personal involvement [F (2, 216) = 3.68, p =.027, ƞ² = .033],
therefore H4 is accepted. No significant effect occurred when looking at the effect of
the pre ad emotions to the personal involvement [F (2, 216) = 2.71, p =.101, ƞ² =
.012]. This leads to the rejection of H5. Furthermore, a significant interaction effect
between the pre ad emo and the emotion in the advertisement [F (2, 216) = 4.16, p
=.017, ƞ² = .037] was found which leads to the acceptance of H6. Table 6 shows the
mean scores and the standard deviations on personal involvement.

Table 6.
Mean Scores on Personal Involvement with the Advertisement (with Standard
Deviations in Parentheses)
Advertisement Emotion
Pre-ad Emotion

Happy

Sad

Fear

Fear

2.35 (.83)

2.33 (.57)

2.38 (.59)

Happy

2.95 (1.01)

2.35 (.68)

2.45 (.97)

Note. FH: N = 43, FS: N = 37, FF: N = 37, HH: N = 38, HS: N = 33 and HF: N = 37.

When looking at the group of participants where happiness was evoked
before the ad, pairwise comparisons indicate a significant difference in personal
involvement for a happy advertisement (M = 2.95) and a sad advertisement (M =
2.35), p < .05; for a happy advertisement (M = 2.95) and a scary advertisement (M =
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2.45), p < .05. No significant difference was found in the scores of attitude between a
sad advertisement (M = 2.35) and a scary advertisement (M = 2.45). When looking at
the group of participants where fear was evoked before the ad, pairwise comparisons
did not indicate a significant difference in attitude between the scores of a happy
advertisement (M = 2.35), a sad advertisement (M = 2.33), and a scary advertisement
(M = 2.38).
3,5

3

Fear

2,5

Happy
2

1,5
Happy Ad

Sad Ad

Fear Ad

Figure 5: Mean scores on personal involvement

4.4

Purchase intention

The final construct was aimed to measure the intention to actually purchase
the product that was mentioned in the advertisement. As mentioned before, four
items were used to indicate the purchase intention. The results did show a significant
influence of the emotion in the advertisement on the purchase intention [F (2, 216) =
5.588, p =.004, ƞ² = .049], therefore H7 is accepted. No main effect was found when
looking at the influence of the pre ad emo to the purchase intention [F (2, 216) =
2.232, p =.137, ƞ² = .010], which leads to the rejection of H8. Furthermore, no
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significant interaction effect for the pre ad emotion and the advertisement emotion on
the purchase intention [F (2, 216) = 1.788, p =.17, ƞ² = .016], which leads to the
rejection of H9.

Table 7.
Mean Scores on Purchase Intention (with Standard Deviations in Parentheses)
Advertisement Emotion
Pre-ad Emotion

Happy

Sad

Fear

Fear

2.08 (1.05)

1.95 (.81)

1.78 (.76)

Happy

2.55 (1.03)

1.86 (.67)

1.99 (.98)

Note. FH: N = 43, FS: N = 36, FF: N = 36, HH: N = 38, HS: N = 33 and HF: N = 38.

When looking at the group of participants where happiness was evoked
before the ad, pairwise comparisons indicate a significant difference in purchase
intention for a happy advertisement (M = 2.55) and a sad advertisement (M = 1.86), p
< .05; for a happy advertisement (M = 2.55) and a scary advertisement (M = 1.99), p
< .05. No significant difference was found in the scores of attitude between a sad
advertisement (M = 1.86) and a scary advertisement (M = 1.99). When looking at the
group of participants where fear was evoked before the ad, pairwise comparisons did
not indicate a significant difference in attitude between the scores of a happy
advertisement (M = 2.08), a sad advertisement (M = 1.95), and a scary advertisement
(M = 1.78).
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Figure 6: Mean scores on purchase intention

4.5

Overview of hypotheses

Table 8.
Rejection And Acceptance Of Hypotheses
Hypothesis

P-value

H1: An advertisement that stresses positive emotions causes a .000

Result
Accepted

significantly more positive attitude towards the ad, compared
to advertisements that stress negative emotions.

H2: The emotions that consumers experience before being
exposed to an advertisement have a significant influence on the .177
attitude towards the ad.

Rejected

H3: The interaction effect on attitude towards the ad is
expected between emotions that consumers experience before

.007

Accepted

being exposed to an ad and the emotions that are used in an
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advertisement.

H4: An advertisement that stresses positive emotions causes a
.027

Accepted

exposed to an advertisement have a significant influence on .101

Rejected

significantly higher personal involvement with the ad,
compared to advertisements that stress negative emotions.

H5: The emotions that consumers experience before being

their personal involvement with the ad.

H6: The interaction effect on personal involvement with an ad

.017

Accepted

H7: An advertisement that stresses positive emotions causes a .004

Accepted

is expected between emotions that consumers experience before
being exposed to an ad and the emotions that are used in an
advertisement.

significantly

higher

purchase

intention,

compared

to

advertisements that stress negative emotions.

H8: The emotions that consumers experience before being .137

Rejected

exposed to an advertisement have a significant influence on the
purchase intention.

H9: The interaction effect on purchase intention is expected

.170

Rejected

between emotions that consumers experience before being
exposed to an ad and the emotions that are used in an
advertisement.
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Table 8 shows a clear overview of the hypotheses that were tested in the
current study. At each of the three constructs, a significant main effect of positive
emotions in the advertisement was found (i.e. using positive emotions caused a more
positive attitude, a greater personal involvement and a higher purchase intention). No
significant influence of the pre ad emotions on the dependent variables was found
(rejection of H2, H5, and H8). Furthermore, a significant interaction effect was found
between the pre ad emotions and the emotions that were used in the ad, when looking
at the attitude and the personal involvement. No interaction was found when
analyzing the purchase intention.

3,5

3,5

3,5

3

3

3

2,5
2
1,5

Happy
Fear

2,5
2
1,5

Fear
Happy

2,5

Fear

2

Happy

1,5

Figure 7: Mean scores on attitude, personal involvement and purchase intention
Figure 7 illustrates the similar pattern between the mean scores of the
different constructs. It is clear to see that combining happy pre ad emotions with
happy emotions in an advertisement causes the highest mean scores.
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5.

Conclusion & Discussion

The current study was aimed to gain more insight into the use of specific
emotions in marketing communication. Multiple advertisements were designed to
indicate consumer preferences when looking at specific emotions in advertising. Data
was collected by use of an online survey. In total, 226 young consumers participated
in the 2x3 between subjects design. The main research question was as followed;
what kind of emotions in advertising can best be used for happy or anxious
consumers?

5.1

Major findings

When looking at the hypotheses that were formulated prior to the current
research, one clear conclusion can be drawn; all hypotheses about the main effect of
the happy versions of the advertisement to the dependent variables are accepted.
Essentially, this means that using happy advertisements lead to a significantly higher
attitude, a higher personal involvement and a higher purchase intention, when
comparing them to negative advertisements (acceptance of H1, H4 and H7). In
addition, the results show that the use of pre ad emotions does not have a significant
influence on the attitude, the personal involvement and the purchase intention of
happy advertisements (rejection of H2, H5 and H8). Furthermore, interaction effects
between the emotions that participants were feeling and the emotion in the
advertisement occurred when looking at the attitude towards the advertisement and
the personal involvement (acceptance of H3 and H6). Remarkably, this interaction
effect did not occur at the purchase intention. In all cases, the highest mean scores
(on attitude, personal involvement and purchase intention) were found in the
conditions were positive emotions were used in the advertisement, and when
participants were feeling happy. Furthermore, an unexpected finding occurred when
analyzing the evoked emotions in the beginning of the questionnaire. Participants
that were exposed to the scary story did not only feel scared, but also felt a
significantly higher level of anger (p <.05). This may be explained by the fact that
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consumers tend to feel some kind of anger, when they are scared. When consumers
are feeling angry, they asses less risks then there are in real life (Lerner & Keltner,
2000). Is this way, anger could cause some kind of defense mechanism to deal with
the anxiety. Furthermore, multiple analyses showed absolutely no evidence for any
influence of the pre ad emotions to the attitude, the personal involvement or the
purchase intention. This was remarkable, as these results imply that the current state
of emotion itself has no influence on consumers’ behavior. On the other hand, the
results of the current study seem to imply that the reactions to the advertisement do
no depend on particular emotions like anxiety or sadness. Instead, participants only
seemed to distinguish the negative and positive emotions (happy vs. sad/anxious).

5.2

Theoretical conclusions

The main findings seem to be in line with previous work of multiple scholars.
Metha and Purvis (2006) stated that an actual pleasant emotional experience is of
grave importance, when buying a product. This is supported by the fact that the
positive happy emotions in the advertisements lead to a more positive attitude, a
greater personal involvement and, most important, a higher purchase intention. As
stated in the theoretical framework, the personal involvement with the advertisement
is very important. A low level of personal involvement would lead to the peripheral
route (Petty & Cacioppo, 1979; Petty & Cacioppo, 1986), which is not preferred. The
results of the current research show that using positive emotions in an advertisement
lead to a significantly higher level of personal involvement, compared to
advertisements in which negative emotions are used. This is supported by the fact
that the happy advertisements also lead to a greater purchase intention. Another
important aspect that should be addressed is the aspect of using negative emotions in
advertising. According to multiple scholars (Jack et al., 2014; Brennan & Binney,
2010), a negatively framed advertisement can cause a certain discomfort, so
consumers might be motivated to buy a certain product. The current study provides
no evidence for this statement, as none of the negative emotions have a positive
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influence to the attitude, the personal involvement and the purchase intention.
However, these conclusions may only be applied to the specific product that was
used in the research (i.e. the youth vacation). It the same study was carried out on a
different product, the findings might be totally different. It might be safer to state that
using negative emotions do not seem to work, when advertising for a youth vacation.
According to the results in the current study, the negative emotions in the
advertisement did not cause the consumers to think more positive about the product,
although they probably wanted to avoid feelings of negativity. Using positive
emotions in advertising is less risky than taking a leap of faith and using negativity.
On the other hand, using negativity immediately might distinguish an advertiser from
its competitors.
It might be that consumers are becoming less sensitive to the standard happy
emotions in advertising. If a company makes a commercial, it is of grave importance
that it stands out when it is broadcasted during a commercial break with ten other
commercials. If all the other commercials are only mentioning how great life is and
how happy you should feel, maybe using negative emotions like fear or sadness
could actually be a great way to differentiate a company from the other competitors.
However, it should be clear that consumers are not willing to buy a product if it gives
them a negative feeling. Therefore, a commercial or an advertisement should be
specifically designed to transfer certain negative emotions into positive emotions. In
this way, the use of negative emotions triggers certain negativity with consumers, but
the transformation into positive emotions makes sure that consumers want to
purchase a certain product of service. In this way, 90% of the commercial contains
negative emotions, but the final 10% makes sure that the negativity is transformed
into positivity. A great example is a commercial by Pfizer, a big pharmaceutical
company. The commercial has a full duration of 90 seconds, in which the first 70
seconds are quite negative. In the beginning of the commercial, a young boy wearing
a cap is filmed. He is spraying graffiti on several walls in an area that looks like a
deserted ghetto. When the boy comes home, his mother looks at him with a feeling of
disappointment. And just when you would expect something more negative to
happen, it turns out that the boy was spraying the text ‘Be Brave’ on the walls of the
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neighborhood, so his terminally ill sister can look at the powerful message from her
bed. This commercial is a great example how negative emotions can be transformed
into positive emotions, which might cause a more intense feeling of happiness,
because of the contrast between the two emotions.
Apart from only focusing on the outcome of the emotions, it might also be
that the actual product plays a crucial role. In the current study, a youth vacation was
used. Another (less expensive) product or service may lead to a different outcome.
Advertisements for life insurances or charity donations might actually need negative
emotions to be successful, as it would not make sense to donate money if you see
smiling children in the Central African Republic playing on their new Playstation 4.
Instead, revealing the actual reality (e.g. seeing crying, homeless children who lost
both of their parents in the civil war) would have a bigger impact. The same counts
for commercials for life insurance. A commercial might describe a situation in which
your children or spouse are having severe financial problems because you forgot to
get a life insurance. In order to avoid this negativity, the commercial persuades you
to get a life insurance fast.
5.3

Conclusions

Now that the main results have been interpreted, the main question can be
answered; what kind of emotions in advertising can best be used for happy or
anxious consumers? The results provide significant evidence that happy emotions in
advertisement are best suited when advertising for consumers that are feeling good.
Happy consumers, who are exposed to a happy advertisement, have a higher attitude
towards the ad, a higher personal involvement with the ad and a higher purchase
intention (compared to being exposed to a sad and anxious advertisements). When
looking at the pairwise comparisons analyses for the anxious participants, no
significant preference was found for one of the advertisements. Furthermore, it is
important to stress that the emotions that participants are feeling (the pre ad
emotions) do not have any main influence on the attitude, the personal involvement
of the purchase intention. The results of the current study do show an interaction
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effect between the emotions that participants are feeling and the emotions that are
used in the advertisement. However, the purchase intention is not influenced by this
interaction effect. It is also remarkable that advertisements that stress sadness or fear
do not seem to have any effect on any of the constructs. Basically, this means that
participants did not differentiate feelings of sadness or anxiety. The only difference
that was made was the difference between experiencing positive emotions (happy
emotions), and experiencing negative emotions (emotions of sadness or anxiety).
The main question can be answered by stating that using happy emotions in an
advertisement is the best option for happy consumers, and that anxious consumers do
not seem to have a significant preference for a specific emotion in an advertisement.

5.4

Limitations & future research

Although the current study provides some clear insights into the field of
marketing communication, some limitations are worth mentioning. First, all
participants were exposed to a fictional news story. Although the results showed that
the participants actually felt different about the two stories, a longer exposer might
have been more successful. Future researchers could try to interview consumers
when they are just leaving the movie theatre, after seeing a two hour horror, comedy
or romantic movie. In this way, not only the length but also the intensity of the
negative emotions would be much greater. The results of such a study can be
compared with the current study, to see if they intensity and the length of the pre ad
emotion has a significant influence on the purchase intention. On top of that, future
scholars might choose to use more constructs to really comprehend consumers’
preferences and choices, when looking at certain emotions in advertising. Another
limitation of the current study might be found in the number of emotions that were
used. Future researchers could try to incorporate more specific emotions, such as
happiness, love, anger, anxiety, sadness, fear or disappointment. Another emotion
that might actually have an influence on the purchase intention is guilt. In a way,
guilt does not make people feel bad about a certain product, but about themselves.
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An example can be seen in the marketing campaigns of fitness and health products.
Imagine the number of people who are watching a commercial for a new fat loss
product. Without realizing it, the amount of guilt that they feel for being overweight
may actually contribute to a greater purchase intention. In this way, the amount of
guilt might actually be bigger than the need to be healthy.

Furthermore, future studies might pay attention to different product groups.
As mentioned before, a youth vacation was used in the current study. Using different
products might lead to a different outcome. Another item worth mentioning is the
education level of the participants. In the current study, 69% of the participants were
highly educated (WO or HBO). This might give a distorted view, so future
researchers might want to aim at a broader education level of the participants.

5.5

Recommendations

The current research tried to fill a gap that is existing in the current literature,
as very little information about negativity in advertising is available (Chakrabarti &
Haller, 2007). The results imply that the positive emotions in marketing
communication have a positive effect on the attitude, the personal involvement and
the purchase intention. On the other hand, one important aspect of using negative
emotions is perfectly in line with previous studies (Burton, 1983; James & Hensel,
1991; Levy, 1987; Muehling, 1987); negative emotions should be used with great
caution, when designing advertisements. Furthermore, the results imply that it is safe
to say that using happy emotions does not harm an advertising campaign in any way.
With that in mind, why would a marketer deliberately choose to use negative
emotions, instead of sticking to the old, trusted happiness in advertising? Maybe it is
even better to simply continue promoting products in a positive way. As a wise man
once said; ‘it seems that our entire psychical activity is bent upon procuring
pleasure’ (Freud, 1920/1952, p. 365).
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Appendix A
Stimulus material (advertisements with sad, anxious and happy emotions)
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Text used in the sad advertisement: Two years ago, we booked our holiday at a
travel agency that we didn’t know. We’ve felt pure sadness for a week and a half.
After our plane landed, one of our friends was informed that his mother was very ill.
Therefore, everybody was feeling very sad. Because everybody was feeling so
miserable, we wanted to go home. The travel agency told us that it wasn’t possible to
cancel our vacation. We weren’t able to lock the door to our hotel, and our entire
luggage was stolen from our room. Two of our friends were crying in the lobby for
hours. We definitely know that we would never book such a vacation full of sadness
again.. That’s why we are booking our vacation at Orange Tours, because we do not
want to feel sad anymore!

Text used in the anxious advertisement: Two years ago, we booked our holiday at a
travel agency that we didn’t know. We’ve felt pure fear for a week and a half. During
our flight, we were experiencing some heavy turbulence. When we got to our hotel,
we weren’t even able to lock the door. We were very scared because we were
frightened that someone would enter our room in the middle of the night. Despite the
fact that we were very scared during our vacation, we weren’t allowed to go home
earlier. We definitely know that we would never book such a vacation full of fear
again.. That’s why we are booking our vacation at Orange Tours, because we do not
want to feel scared anymore!

Text used in the happy advertisement: The last two years, we went on a holiday with
Orange Tours. We’ve all felt great for a week and a half! It all started at the perfect
flight, because we all had a smile on our face. We weren’t able to lock the door in
our hotel, but an employee of Orange Tours immediately fixed it for us while he was
smiling! We already know that we want the same vacation next year, because it was
the best vacation ever! That’s why we are booking our vacation at Orange Tours!
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Appendix B
Fictional news stories that influenced the pre-ad emotion (anxiety and happiness)
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Appendix C
Items of the questionnaire

Questionnaire
Attitude towards the ad: This scale was originally created by Mitchell & Olsen
(1977), and used by several scholars (Gardner, 1985; Holbrook & Batra, 1987;
Mitchell & Olsen, 1981). Holbrook & Batra reported a high reliability of .99. Four
bipolar items will be used to indicate the attitude towards the advertisement (sevenpoint scale).

I dislike the ad

…….

I like the ad

I react favorable to the ad

…….

I react unfavorably to the

…….

I feel negative towards the

…….

The ad is good

ad*
I feel positive towards the ad
ad*
The ad is bad

Emotional reaction to the ad: This scale was originally created by Ahluwia &
Burnkrant (2004) and was designed the measure the emotional reaction to a certain
advertisement. An alpha of .87 was reported. Six unipolar items will be used to
indicate the emotional response to the advertisement (nine-point scale).

Sad*

Happy

Frustrated*

Good mood

Cheerful

Bad mood*

Personal involvement with the advertisement: This scale consists of 22 bipolar
items and was originally used in a research by Zaichowsky (1985). The scale was
abbreviated by multiple scholars, and Zaichowsky herself also used an abbreviated
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version of the scale, which consisted of only 10 items. An alpha of .93 was reported.
Ten bipolar items will be used to indicate the personal involvement with the
advertisement (seven-point scale).

Important

…….

Unimportant*

Boring

…….

Interesting

Relevant

…….

Irrelevant*

Exciting

…….

Unexciting*

Means nothing

…….

Means a lot

Appealing

…….

Unappealing*

Fascinating

…….

Mundane*

Worthless

…….

Valuable

Involving

…….

Uninvolving*

Not needed

…….

Needed

Purchase intention toward the product in the ad: This scale consists of three
statements, which assed the likelihood of a consumer buying the vacation in the ad
(if the person was in the market for a vacation). A five-point Likert scale will be used
to rate the following statements (based on Baker & Churchill, 1977).

I would like to experience a vacation of Orange Tours.
I would book a vacation of Orange Tours, if I would see one online.
Would you actively search for a vacation of Orange Tours?
Do you think that you could become a client of Orange Tours?
*reverse scaled
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Appendix D
Pretest

Pretest (1)
Happy: Three persons will be looking at a specifically selected movie on YouTube
which evokes happy emotions, three persons will be asked to read a fictional news
item with happy stories.
Fear: Three persons will be looking at a specifically selected movie on YouTube
which evokes anxiety, three persons will be asked to read a fictional news item with
scary stories*.
* total of 12 persons.

One question: After viewing this movie / reading this article, how strongly did you
feel….?
1. Happy
2. Anxious
Participants in the pretest will be asked to answer the question using a seven-point
Likert Scale (ranging from not at all (1) to very (7). The medium (movie or news
item) which evoked the strongest emotional response will be used in the actual
research.
(based on the original scale developed by Williams & Drolet, 2005).

Pretest (2) completely independent of pretest 1
Happy: Three persons will be looking at specifically designed advertisement for a
vacation, which explicitly mentions happiness.
Fear: Three persons will be looking at specifically designed advertisement for a
vacation, which explicitly mentions fear and anxiety.
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Sadness: Three persons will be looking at specifically designed advertisement for a
vacation, which explicitly mentions sadness.*.
* total of 9 persons.

One question: Please rate the emotions which are most present in this advertisement.
1. Happiness / Sadness
2. Anxiety/ Calmness
3. Negative / Positive
Participants in the pretest will be asked to describe the emotions used in the ad by
rating antonyms by use a seven-point Likert Scale. The scale was originally designed
by Allen & Janiszewski (1989) to measure a subject’s affective mood sate at a
particular point in time.
The results should give a clear difference between the three advertisement (sadness,
happiness, anxiety). Also, the sad and anxious advertisements should evoke a
negative emotion, if compared with the advertisement using happy emotions. If this
is not the case, new advertisements will be designed.

Table 9.
Pretest: Mean scores on emotional response (story and movie)
Stimulus material

n

fear

happy

sadness

shame

anger

Fear story

3

4.33

1

1.33

1

1

Happy story

3

1

4.33

1.33

1

1

Fear movie

3

4.67

1

1

1

1

Happy movie

3

1

4.33

1

1

1

Table 10.
Pretest: Mean scores on emotional response (advertisement)
Stimulus material

n

fear

happy

sadness

shame

anger

Ad happy

3

1

4

1

1

1

Ad fear

3

4.33

1.33

1.33

1

1.33

Ad sad

3

1

1

4.67

1.33

1.33
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Appendix E
Full demographics of the participants
Table 11.
Complete demographic information of survey respondents
Demographic characteristics

Freq.

%

Male

112

49.6

Female

114

50.4

<18 years old

28

12.4

18-21 years old

80

35.4

22-25 years old

61

27

26-29 years old

50

22.1

30 + years old

7

3.1

Basisonderwijs

2

.9

VMBO

9

4

HAVO

29

12.8

VWO

10

4.4

MBO

20

8.8

HBO

51

22.6

WO

105

46.5

Gender

Age

Education
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